Capture Hi-C (CHi-C) is a new technique for assessing genome organization, based on 22 chromosome conformation capture coupled to oligonucleotide capture of regions of interest 23 such as gene promoters. Chromatin loop detection is challenging, since existing Hi-C/4C-like 24 analyses, which make different assumptions about the technical biases presented, are often 25 unsuitable. We describe a new approach, ChiCMaxima, which uses local maxima combined 26 with a background model to detect DNA looping interactions, integrating information from 27 biological replicates. ChiCMaxima shows more stringency and robustness compared to 28 previously developed tools. The tool includes a GUI browser for flexible visualization of CHi-29 C profiles alongside epigenomic tracks.
and was then scaled with capture bias estimates in the final derived background distribution 143 [19] . Inspired by this, we derived similar but bait-specific genomic distance functions, which 144 are fitted to each virtual 4C profile. The advantage of this approach is that the data from 145 different baits, which may reside in very different chromatin environments, do not need to be 146 pooled together. The major limitation is that the relative paucity of bait-specific data could lead 147 to overfitting in the model, particularly if a strong interaction causes overestimation of 148 "background" signal around it. Instead of a cubic fit, we applied a fit to a negative binomial 149 distribution, to account for the known overdispersion of sequencing data, and to provide a very 150 conservative estimate of background [20] . Filtering ChiCMaxima calls to only those that 151 exceeded this conservative background estimation was successful in removing the spurious, 152 low-signal, distal local maxima that likely represent false positives (Fig. 1b) . The ChiCMaxima 153 tool outputs the log2 ratio of the local maximum signal versus the estimated background, which 154 could be used as a means of ranking called interaction "strengths". However, the possibility of 155 model overfitting means that this approach should be used with caution; the major utility of 156 background estimation is to remove spurious, low-signal local maxima.
157
Accounting for biological replicates 158 Although CHi-C improves on the resolution afforded by conventional Hi-C, it remains an 159 under-sampled method. Although taking the intersection of called interactions from all 160 replicates will give the highest-confidence chromatin loops, the false negative rate appears to 161 be very high from this approach, due to poor reproducibility at the single restriction fragment 162 level, both for CHiCAGO and for the better-performing ChiCMaxima (Additional File 1: 163 Figure S1 ). We noted that many interaction peaks from one biological replicate also had 164 adjacent or very close peaks in the second replicate, even though they were not at exactly the 165 same restriction fragment (Additional File 1: Figure S3a ). To see if these are likely to represent 166 the same biological interactions, we assessed more systematically the distributions of genomic distance between interacting regions called in one biological replicate and the closest interaction 168 called in the second replicate (Additional File 1: Figure S3b ). Indeed, around one quarter of 169 ChiCMaxima-called interactions had no genomic separation across replicates, meaning that 170 they were on the same or directly contiguous restriction fragment, and half of all interactions 171 were found within 20 kb (~5 HindIII restriction fragments), suggesting that genomic 172 interactions called by CHi-C can indeed be reproducibly called across replicates, albeit at a 173 lower resolution than single restriction fragments. To add more flexibility for analyzing 174 biological replicates, ChiCMaxima allows a threshold distance between reported peaks in 175 biological replicates to be defined by the user (d: default in the tool is 0). After local maximum Benchmarking of ChiCMaxima 184 We performed ChiCMaxima on a published mouse ES promoter CHi-C dataset [11] , and 185 compared our results with published ones from GOTHiC and CHiCAGO applied to the same 186 dataset [11, 19] (Table 1; Additional File 3: Table S1 ). On visual inspection, ChiCMaxima 187 successfully identified clear promoter interactions, some of which we also validated by 4C, and 188 seemed to call fewer spurious ones than the other two methods (Fig. 2) . Indeed, ChiCMaxima 189 identified fewer promoter-centered interactions (22, 222) than CHiCAGO (94, 148) or GOTHiC 190 (548, 551) . Pairwise comparisons revealed a striking dissimilarity of called interactions across 191 all three methods -with the exception of ChiCMaxima interactions within the GOTHiC set, the 192 majority of called interactions from one method is not shared with those of another ( Fig. 3a) .
193
This is likely due to the very different assumptions made in the models for each method. We 194 next sought to compare the performance of each method in calling chromatin interactions that 195 are most likely to be functionally relevant, and minimizing likely false positives. First, we tested 196 the hypothesis that ChiCMaxima, in calling fewer interactions than the other two methods, was 197 the most stringent tool, calling only higher-confidence interactions. We split the interaction sets 198 called by CHiCAGO or GOTHiC into those that were recapitulated, or not, by ChiCMaxima. 199 In both cases, the interactions maintained in ChiCMaxima had significantly higher metrics of 200 interaction score (weighted probability score in CHiCAGO [19] ; observed/expected ratio in 201 GOTHiC [18]) than for interactions called by the other method alone (Fig. 3b; 202 Wilcoxon rank sum test). Interactions conserved by CHiCAGO and GOTHiC calling also had 203 significantly higher observed/expected ratios than interactions called in GOTHiC alone, but 204 with a much more modest effect size. We thus conclude that ChiCMaxima is indeed the most 205 stringent of the CHi-C interaction calling methods, calling the higher confidence interactions 206 of the other methods. have also been well described in embryonic stem cells [17, 21, 26, 27] . Reflecting this,
237
promoter-interacting regions called by ChiCMaxima and CHiCAGO are also comparably and 238 highly enriched in binding for core components of the two major Polycomb repressive 239 complexes, Ring1B and Suz12 (Fig. 3c ). Since more than half of CHiCMaxima-called 240 interactions are not conserved with CHiCAGO, we also asked whether combining both methods 241 would improve predictive power further. Indeed, the enrichment in functional hallmarks is even 242 higher within the 4089 interactions that are conserved in both tools (Additional File 1: Figure   243 S4a), indicating that combining the two methods gives the most stringent, highest-confidence 244 interactions that are the most likely to be functionally relevant. However, the high enrichment 245 for functional marks within ChiCMaxima-alone (and to a lesser extent for enhancer marks,
246
CHiCAGO-alone) interactions implies that many functional interactions are also likely to be 247 missed by intersecting the two methods. This is also apparent on visual inspection of called 248 interactions within CHi-C profiles (Additional File 1: Figure S4b ). File 1: Fig. S6 ), biological replicates can be allocated to different levels and plotted side by side 320 to compare experimental reproducibility, or given the same plot level, so that the mean profile 321 can be plotted for comparison with other experimental conditions. The user can assign names 322 to these plot levels and change their plotting colors.
323
The Tracks menu allows the user to load gene annotations (as a modified bed file; see can define plot levels for epigenomic profiles (Fig. 5a ). In this case, this defines which profiles 327 are scaled to the same level on the y-axis, for instance allowing fairer comparison between 328 profiles of the same histone mark mapped in different tissue types. The epigenomic profile plot 329 colors can also be modified by the user.
330
Ostensibly, the Interactions menu allows the user to load sets of interactions called by 331 ChiCMaxima (or CHiCAGO, whose output is in the same format) for them to be highlighted 332 on the CHi-C profile (Fig. 5b) . However, the input format of these interactions is essentially 333 the chromosomal coordinates of genomic regions associated with a specific bait (see Additional
334
File 2 for details), so this plotting functionality can be adapted to highlight any subset of the 335
CHi-C dataset that the user designs (e.g. interactions unique to one condition or tissue type and 336 not another). This flexibility in particular makes ChiCBrowser very useful to explore different 337 hypotheses when browsing interactomes. As for other ChiCBrowser functions, the user can 338 alter the name and color of these annotations, as well as select or de-select subsets of them.
340
Discussion 341 We present two tools for processing and interpretation of Chi-C datasets: ChiCMaxima for 342 interaction calling, and ChiCBrowser for bait-specific visualization of interaction profiles. Both 343 were developed to overcome the currently identified unique challenges presented by these data. to be estimated by naively just searching for local maxima in the virtual 4C profiles (Fig. 1a) , 352 a logic for calling chromatin loops that was used in some of the first 3C studies [22, 36] .
353
Derivation of a background model, accounting for chromatin interaction decay with increasing 354 genomic separation, was necessary to remove spurious local maxima in distal regions of low 355 signal, and we opted for the conservative negative binomial model applied to bait-specific data.
356
Despite concerns of overfitting, this approach performed well ( Fig. 1b ). For single datasets, 357 only two parameters need to be defined in ChiCMaxima: the loess smoothing span (which 358 consistently performs well when set to 0.05), and the window for local maximum computation.
359
The power of peak calling is greater for larger windows, with the tradeoff that deeper sequence 360 coverage is required (Additional File: Figure S2 ),. File: Figure S1 and S3), but further work will be required to better define and quantify 371 interaction strength differences.
372
As mentioned previously, another major challenge resulting from the undersampling of 373
CHi-C data is the handling of biological replicates. Presumably because it processes sliding 374 windows rather than treating each restriction fragment independently, ChiCMaxima has 375 superior reproducibility to CHiCAGO, but this is still less than 10% at the single restriction 376 fragment level (Additional File: Figure S1 ). Since many interactions are reproduced at slightly 377 lower resolutions (Additional File: Figure S3 ), ChiCMaxima has a built-in flexibility whereby 378 interactions can be filtered for those that are conserved in all replicates, within a user-defined 379 distance. The optimal distance is likely to vary between experiments, particularly with 380 sequencing depth and complexity of the assessed genome. For this reason we provide tools to 381 allow the user to explore the distributions of closest distances between interactions called in 382 pairs of replicates and thus determine the optimal setting.
383
Despite the simplistic approach of ChiCMaxima, it compares favorably to GOTHiC and 384 CHiCAGO in various different benchmarks, suggesting that it is one of the more stringent 385 calling methods (thus likely reducing false positives) to successfully call a high proportion of 386 interactions that are likely to be functionally relevant (Fig. 3) . This includes tests of: reduced apparent false positive rate on visual inspection of CHi-C profiles (e.g. Fig. 2 ). We 392 note that promoter interactions with non-enhancer/CTCF/Polycomb-bound elements may 393 certainly be frequent and functionally significant, albeit poorly characterized so far. Indeed, all 394 three methods call many interactions of this category. However, the greater enrichment of 395 ChiCMaxima-called interactions for promoter-enhancer loops that have been so well described 396 in the literature, coupled with their overall higher interaction score metrics as called by other 397 methods, suggests that ChiCMaxima is the most stringent interaction calling method, but also 398 reliably identifies interactions most likely to be functionally relevant. ChiCMaxima also 399 performs mostly favorably or equally as well as CHiCAGO when the most stringent setting for 400 handling biological replicates is used (d = 0). However, the apparent inconsistency in 401 interaction calls between the three methods ( Fig. 3a) , coupled with the good enrichment for 402 regulatory marks in CHiCAGO-only interactions, suggests that ChiCMaxima has some false 403 negatives which are correctly detected by CHiCAGO (the inverse also seems to be the case).
404
Indeed, the highest-confidence interactions are conserved between CHiCAGO and 405 ChiCMaxima, but the false negative rate seems very high when relying on this stringent 406 approach. Overall, we recommend using ChiCMaxima when looking for global features of 407 chromatin interactions, since the false positive rate seems lower, but combinations of 408 ChiCMaxima and CHiCAGO may be required to comprehensively explore the interactomes of 409 specific baits of interest. We also note that ChiCMaxima, due to its dependence on searching 410 for local maxima, is not suitable for assessing ultra-long-range (> 2 Mb) or trans interactions,
411
where the background signal is too low for local maxima to be reliable. Bait-to-bait interactions 412 should also not be assessed by ChiCMaxima, since these double-captured interactions are 413 highly likely to appear as "artificial" local maxima when flanked by single-captured, bait-to-414 non-bait interactions within sliding windows. Finally, CHi-C strategies using tiled 415 oligonucleotides to intensively cover a contiguous domain [9, 37] are better analyzed with the 416 suite of tools adapted to the contact matrices generated by 5C or Hi-C (e.g. adaptations of my5C
417
[38] or Juicer [39]).
418
As a further demonstration of the utility of ChiCMaxima, network analysis of called 419 chromatin interactions also identified the Polycomb-mediated interactome that has been 420 previously described in ES cells [17, 21, 26, 27] (Fig 4) . Interestingly, the ChiCMaxima [41], and promoter and enhancer interactions with specific exons have been implicated in 428 splicing control [42, 43] . Further studies will be required to determine the functional 429 significance, if any, of such intragenic chromatin looping events, but ChiCMaxima seems to be 430 a very useful tool for studying them via CHi-C studies.
431
The ChiCBrowser tool is a flexible, user-friendly GUI to generate virtual 4C profiles, 432 necessary for visual inspection of most CHi-C datasets. It has a built-in flexibility to allow 433 biological replicates or different combinations of biological conditions to be assessed in 434 parallel, and a similar flexibility is also built into the management of gene annotations and 435 epigenomic profiles that are plotted alongside the CHi-C data (Fig. 5 ). Called interactions, whether by ChiCMaxima or other methods, can be easily highlighted on the display, based on 437 a simple input format that can be adapted to highlight any subset of the CHi-C subset that may 438 be of interest to the user. Overall, this browser will be of use to anyone wishing to explore CHi-439 C data. ChiCBrowser, we provide a suite of tools for CHi-C analysis and visualization which will be 450 of use to many in the nuclear organization community. Additional File: Figure S1b ) were used to generate all the screenshot images presented in the For different values of w and s, a variant of ChiCMaxima_Caller, which made no corrections 508 for estimations of background (see Fig 1a) , was run on one replicate on a random subset of 509 1000 baits, comprising a total dataset of > 200,000 bait-to-non-bait combinations with covered 510 sequence reads. For all of the assessed bait-to-non-bait combinations, a table was compiled of 511 the number of supporting sequence reads (N) and a binary calling score (1 if the interaction was 512 called by this instance of ChiCMaxima_Caller, 0 if not). These two variables were then input 513 into the R package ROCR [48] , with the performance assessed for "true positive rate" versus 514 "true negative rate", with the "average" threshold set. For assessment of the limits of the w 515 parameter (Additional File 1: Figure S2b ), the number of non-bait fragments covered by 516 sequencing reads within 1.5 Mb of the interacting bait were counted for each bait; for 517 ChiCMaxima_Caller to assess local maxima with a bait, this number must be equal to or greater 518 than 2w + 1. feeder-free 0.2% gelatin-coated plates for at least two passages to remove feeder cells. Cells 530 were detached with trypsin, washed by centrifugation in PBS, and then fixed with 2% 531 formaldehyde in mES culture medium for 10 min at 23°C. The fixation was quenched with cold 532 glycine at a final concentration of 125 mM, then cells were washed with PBS and permeabilized 533 on ice for 1 h with 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1% NP-40 and protease inhibitors.
519

Assessing distances between potentially conserved interactions across biological replicates
534
Nuclei were resuspended in DpnII restriction buffer at 10 million nuclei/mL concentration, and 535 5 million nuclei aliquots were further permeabilized by treatment for 1 h with 0.4% SDS at 536 37°C, then a further 1h with 2.6% Triton-X100 at 37°C. mapped to DpnII restriction fragments, essentially as previously described [5, 50] . For 551 visualization of the 4C profiles, running means of read counts across windows of 25 restriction 552 fragments are plotted against the genomic coordinate of the fragment interacting with the bait 553 (Fig 2) .
554
Comparing CHi-C calling methods 555 The intersections in interaction calling methods (Fig 3a) were computed using the R 556 GenomicRanges package [49] to find overlapping coordinates within the non-bait regions from 557 interaction sets with the same bait. Comparisons of the interaction scores from CHiCAGO or 558 GOTHiC-called interactions which were or were not conserved with another method were 559 computed by Wilcoxon rank sum tests.
560
Assessing enrichment for epigenomic marks 561 ChIP-seq fastq files (see Additional File 1: Table S2 ) were aligned to the mm9 genome with We thank all other members of the Sexton lab for advice. Sequencing was performed by the 614 IGBMC GenomEast platform, a member of the France Genomique consortium (ANR-10-615 INBS-0009). 
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Figure legends
